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Preparation
Tools required:

-Long impact socket and driver
- 19mm and 17mm
-A sturdy standup ladder
-A long, strong rope
-A soccer ball or other object
with rounded edges
-A winch or truck or 5+ people
- Screw gun and screws
- hard hats to protect from 
possibly falling  or swinging
struts
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Understand all the pieces:

Dome Feet
(Angle 

Brackets)
To fasten 
Dome to

the platform

Bolts and Nuts
for frame 
(M12 Nuts

 use 19mm or
 3/4" socket)

J-Hooks and Nuts
for cover tensioning

(M10 Nuts
use 17mm socket)

Plastic clips
and Cap Nuts

To fasten 
Inner liner



Sort your struts
The struts have numbers stamped into the metal
at both ends. 
The first number corresponds to your dome size in
Meters - 5, 6, 7 or 8. 
The second number is your strut number that
corresponds to the Diagram. 
Sort your struts in piles according to that strut
number. 
#1: 44 pieces
#2: 38 pieces

Unmarked - cover tensioning tubes - 9 pieces

Door Frame attachment bars:
W1: 1 piece
W2: 2 pieces                     W3: 2 pieces
W4: 2 pieces                     W5: 2 pieces
W6: 2 pieces                     W7: 2 pieces
W8: 2 pieces                      W9: 2pieces

It can be helpful to mark struts # 1-4 with colored tape or marker 
so that it is easier to see the pattern at a glance 

and avoid time-consuming mistakes. 

Door Frame 
Attachment Struts



Lay out the dome feet
If you have an exact fit dome platform,
you can lay out an angle bracket on each
corner of the platform. 
Otherwise, start by laying out the
perimeter of the dome struts, 8x #2
struts and the door frame (laying down
for now) connected with W6 struts
You can also put 2x #2 struts as a
placeholder for the door frame for now to
make sure all brackets end up in the
correct place. 
Attach the perimeter struts to the angle
brackets with a bolt. Make sure that the
angle on the end of the struts faces
inwards, to create a rounded shape. For
an exact fit platform, attach the angle
bracket on the outside but facing
inwards, so that the dome feet don't
hang over the edge nor stick too far into
the space. 



Assemble the Frame

Familiarize yourself with the Diagram:

#1 Struts form 5-pointed star
#2 Struts form the perimeters
of those pentagons and
hexagons
The door frame attachment is
a little more complicated on
this size, just make sure you
follow the diagram. 



Lay out the struts of the first layer all around, forming a zig-zag pattern
Lay out the horizontal struts that will go above in between
Work your way around the circle, attaching all those struts together until the 1st layer is up

At this point, only attach the nuts
loosely so that the struts don't slide off
the bolts  

You can attach the door frame struts
and just let them hang loosely for now.  



Keep working your way around the dome layer by layer, following the diagram. 
You can pre-attach 5 of the 5-pointed stars of #1's together already with a bolt to make things easier. Then,
work them into the pattern while leaving the innermost struts hanging loosely until they are needed.  
Once a layer is completed, you can prepare for the next layer by hanging the struts that will be needed next on
the hubs already, then bringing them up when you are working on the next layer (this will save some time once
up on a ladder or scaffolding). Just make sure to follow the diagram. 
Only tighten the nuts with the impact driver on a hub that already has all of its struts attached (5 for the center
of the 5-ointed star, otherwise 6.)

pre-assembled 5-pointed star



Once you have fastened the last bolt, tighten all
the nuts with the impact driver from top to
bottom
Now your dome frame will feel rock solid!
You can climb on it, but make sure to put your
weight close to the hubs, not in the center of the
struts as they are much stronger near the hubs



Our domes are designed with an opening and
attachment bars to accommodate a standard,
36x80” pre-hung exterior door which are available
at any building supply. We recommend a metal
door as they are affordable and very durable in the
elements. To install it, you just need to create a
simple 2x6 frame with a rough opening of 38 1/2"x
82 1/4" and bolt the dome frame attachment bars
into it. This means 3 pieces of 2x6": 
2 pieces of 82 1/4" for the sides 
1 piece of 41 1/2" for the top. This piece goes on top
of the other 2 pieces. 
The door attachment bars of the dome frame are
fastened into the 2x6 door frame with screws and
washers or GRK fasteners. If the angle of the ends
doesn’t quite line up, don’t worry and just bend the
attachment bars accordingly or cinch them up
with the fasteners. As long as they are screwed
into the frame, and the frame is level, your door is
secure. 

Installing the Door frame:



If your door has a somewhat different size, you can accommodate for
the difference with the wooden frame or some blocking - this is an
easy and versatile solution that only requires some very basic
carpentry skills. 
If your door frame is smaller or doesn’t line up properly, just screw
some pieces of 2x4 or 2x6 onto the frame until your attachment bars
reach the wood and can be attached. This will not be visible after the
cover and liner are in place. 
Some of our newer domes come with a metal door frame that gets
attached via the tabs. 



Installing the insulation
Lay out the reflective insulation on
the side of the dome opposite the
side you are going to pull from. you
can pull from anywhere except the
door. 
Wrap a soccer ball (or another light
object without sharp edges)
underneath the material and cinch
the end of the top around it
Throw the other end of the rope
over the top of the dome (it may
help to climb the dome or the
ladder inside the dome to get it
over)



1-2 people should be able to pull the
insulation over, while it is useful to have
1-2 on the back side helping it up and
spreading it to the sides, and 1 person on
the ladder or scaffolding inside the
dome, making sure it does not get stuck. 
Center the door opening and make sure
the top is lined up

Then, tape the insulation in place
temporarily so that it does not shift when
the cover is pulled over. You can also staple
it to the platform around the bottom edge. 
The insulation is not a super precise fit; the
door opening will need to be cut more and
windows will be trimmed later. 
Do not worry about rips or tears in the
insulation, they are easily fixed and won't
affect its performance. 



Installing the Cover
Lay out your cover and choose a good spot to pull from (depending on where you have space to pull, especially
if using a winch or truck). You won’t want to pull from too close to the door nor from the panorama window. Lay
out the cover so that the part you are pulling from is on top of the cover, but on the opposite side of the dome
that it will end up on. 

If you have a zip-off panorama window, zip
it in now, making sure it does not get
scratched on rocks or hard ground. (It will
be much harder to zip the window in after
the cover is on the dome, and there is a
greater risk of breaking the zipper). 
Wrap the edge of the cover around a
soccer ball or other object and cinch the
rope around it. (Same as for the insulation)
Throw the rope over the top of the dome.
It helps if someone standing on a ladder
inside the dome can guide the rope (if
your dome has a skylight, as most do, a
bigger hole can be cut for the person to
look and reach through). 



Get some muscle! A bunch of people, a winch, or trailer hitch on a truck – go
very slow if using a truck. 
Pull slowly until the cover is over, having extra helpers make sure it does not
get stuck anywhere.
It is good to have 2-4 people in the back spreading the cover towards each
side as it is being pulled up.  It helps to have a long stick, pipe or 2x4 with a
blunt end to poke from the inside in case it gets stuck. 
The zipper window may be sticky, so it may need additional pulling, pushing
and unfolding as it goes over. 



Once the cover is mostly over, pull it into place
by hand. You can insert one of the tensioning
pipes into a sleeve to have a handle to pull from. 
Make sure it is evenly pulled over first, lining the
center top up with the center top of the struts,
then it is easy to rotate with a few people giving
sharp pulls on the count of 3 clockwise or
counterclockwise. 
Make sure the door is lined up. 



Tensioning the Cover
Now, pull the insulation up about 2’ on the inside to be able to access the tensioning system. 
Insert the tensioning pipes into all the sleeves, and use the J-hooks to fasten them to the bars. 
Insert two tensioning pipes into the vertical sleeves on either side of the door temporarily and use ratchet
straps between them to tension the cover towards the door on both sides. These will be removed again once
most of the bottom tensioning pipes are in place. 
Attach all of the nuts loosely at first. 



 A few ratchet straps will help pull
the cover towards the door and
down until the J-hooks can reach.
For this, use 2 ratchet straps per
tensioning bar at a time, hooking
the ends of the strap to the nearest
hub above, looping the strap under
the bottom strut, around the
tensioning pipe, and back up, so
that tightening the ratchet will
make the tensioning pipe pull down
until you can insert the end of the J-
hook and attach the nut. 
Once all J-hooks are on loosely, Go
around and tension the cover down
evenly with the 17mm socket on an
impact driver, starting from the
door working backwards. 



Now, you can cut the panorama
window and skylight openings from
the bubble wrap. 
If there are any tears or holes, use
some of the cut-offs and tape to fix
them
There are also tensioning sleeves
around the edges of the panorama
window that will help to release
pressure on the zipper. You may
need to attach these tensioning
pipes with zip ties right against the
frame bars for a tight fit.  
If you ever open the zipper window,
you need to make sure that all
tension below the window is
released, while keeping tension
around the edges of the window.
Never force the zipper to open or
close while under tension!



Installing the inner liner
Lay out your inner liner pieces. 
Check the liner installation diagram
Identify the pentagons and hexagons. 
Identify the half hexagons around the bottom of the
dome
Identify the other pieces that go around the door and
panorama window
Start by attaching the full hexagons and half hexagons
around the bottom of the dome. 
Push the grommets over the bolts and shingle the liner
pieces, so that each higher-up piece goes above the
piece below on the bolt. 
Fix the pieces to the bolts with the plastic nuts. 
In the second layer, attach all the pentagons, then the
next layer of hexagons

Multi-piece washable oxford fabric



In the second layer, attach all the pentagons, then the next
layer of hexagons
Work your way all the way up!
At the end, finish around the panorama window and skylight
by attaching the edge of the fabric liner to the struts via the
long plastic clips for a clean edge
The liner pieces can easily be taken down and machine
washed when needed. Hang to dry only please!



If you have the older version of metal
triangle vent frames, please refer to the
separate instruction sheet for those,
available for download in our resources
section
Carefully cut out the reflective insulation
on the inside of the vents and around the
skylight. You may choose to leave the top
of the triangle vent opening attached, so
that you are able to close the insulation
flap in very cold weather. 
After installing the inner liner, cut out the
triangle vents but leave at least 3” on the
inside of the frame triangle, making slits
into the corners
Wrap the liner material around the frame
struts on the edge of the triangle and
fasten it there with the plastic clips. 
Attach the liner on the edges of the
skylight and panorama window with the
plastic clips for a clean finish. 

Finishing around the vents



Curtain Installation
Attach the curtain track pieces together like this:

Attach the stopper on one end (and on the
other end once the sliders are all on)

slide the curtain hooks into the pockets on the
curtain, leaving 4 pockets empty in between each

This is how the hooks will end up
being attached to the sliders



Attach the curtain brackets to the hubs above the
panorama  window with an extra nut. 
The 2 longer brackets go onto the lower pentagon
hubs to create a straight line for the track 
Clip the curtain track onto the brackets by tilting it
into the plastic teeth and pushing it on until it clips
into place
Slide all of the rollers onto the track and attach the
end cap on the track. 
Hook the curtain onto the rollers via the hooks
Slide and enjoy!



Finishing around the door
Hang your pre-hung door in the door frame
and screw it into place, using shims to make
sure it is level and opens and closes well
This can be a little bit tricky, you may want to
ask a carpenter for help
If you have a dome with a metal door frame,
you will want to insert a piece of wood under
the sill
Trim back the insulation to the inside edge of
the door frame
Pull the cover towards the door, staple it to
the door jamb, and trim off the excess
Sandwich the cover with trim for a nice clean
finish around the door
Do the same on the inside with the liner
Caulk underneath the door and if needed any
edges of the cover to ensure rain water does
not run into the dome



 You may want to build a little (or big) awning for your door to
protect it from rain - there are lots of creative DIY solutions!
Extra cover material and glue are available for purchase if
needed. 



Sealing the bottom
In order to create a weathertight seal around the edge of your dome, staple the bottom edge of the dome
skirt to the platform, pulling it tight. 
You can add trim all around for a nice clean finish - Cedar, PVC or aluminum will work well
There is a flexible 4" wide roll type trim called 'Shur Trim Vinyl Wall Base' you can order from Home Depot
online. This kind of trim can also be used on the inside of the dome to create a nice seal around the edge
and to make sure dirt does not creep underneath the edge. 



When tensioning the cover during installation, you can tension the bottom of the panorama window with the zipper
fully closed in order to get the cover to settle and wrinkles to come out. However, do not tighten the dome to the
point of extreme tension of the zipper that may cause it to break. 
If opening/closing the zipper, make sure to release all tensioning hooks below the panorama window first, while
having the tensioning pipes around the window edge cinched tightly
When closing the zipper, make sure to pull both sides together and support the window piece so that there is no
tension on the zipper when closing it
Only open and close the zipper when needed due to high heat – it is not meant to be used daily. 
Please note that we do not warranty the zipper for any issues due to incorrect use or overuse. 
The zipper can be opened partially while keeping the bulk of the window attached for more regular use, but still treat
it with care. 
On the 7m and 8m dome, you can open just the side of the zipper and remove the horizontal strut in the opening for
the summer, so that you can have an extra door to go out onto a deck! Make sure to put it back for winter to
maintain the structural integrity of the dome for snow load. 

Panorama Window Disclaimer

The panorama window is a flexible, clear Vinyl that is strong and UV resistant and won’t yellow.  However, it will have
some wrinkles and unevennesses that may smooth out over time with heat and sun exposure, but may not completely
disappear. Your view may be somewhat blurry, but still beautiful and bright. This is normal and to be expected for the
low cost compared to glass or polycarbonate.  

The zip-off panorama window comes as a standard with our Glamping Package domes so that you will not suffocate in
the summer without Air Conditioning!
If your dome has a zip-off/removable panorama window, please make sure to treat the zipper with caution and care.
Even though we source the highest quality zippers, they can break if handled with force.  


